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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Dr. Mick Aulakh,

Thank you for evaluating our manuscript nr: entitled “MIA is a potential biomarker for tumour load in neurofibromatosis type 1.” MS: 1924513230504997.

We introduced following requested corrections:

1.) We reformatted the abstract to include methods section. We included the rationale for using NF1Prx1 mice for discovery of NF1 tumor biomarker.

2.) We delineated in each of the manuscript sections which material was used (human or mouse).

3.) In the methods section we added information about the number of patients in the studied cohort and explicitly stated the source from which the NF1 tumours that underwent immunohistochemical testing were obtained (human).

4.) We decided to remove the Col2-Cre mouse model results to prevent confusion which might be caused by presenting mix of data from various mouse models and human samples. Instead, following was introduced:

‘MIA expression appeared more intensive in the Nf1 deficient cartilage in the Nf1Prx1 mice then in control embryos (Figure 1A). Similar results were obtained with embryos bearing cartilage specific inactivating of NF1 (data not shown).’

5.) We revised the results section of the manuscript stating the key findings of the experiments in the header of each paragraph. We also introduced information about number of patient in each group.

I hope that the introduced corrections improved the manuscript which will now be suitable for evaluation in the pear review process.

Sincerely,

Mateusz Kolanczyk
FG Development & Disease
Max Planck Institute for Molecular Genetics
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